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Abstract— We present a framework to measure the correlation
between spontaneous human facial affective expressions and
relevant brain activity. The affective states were registered from
the video capture of facial expression and related neural activity
was measured using wearable and portable neuroimaging
systems: functional near infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS),
electroencephalography (EEG) to asses both hemodynamic and
electrophysiological responses. The methodology involves the
simultaneous detection and comparison of various affective
expressions by multi-modalities and classification of spatiotemporal data with neural signature traits. The experimental
results show strong correlation between the spontaneous facial
affective expressions and the affective states related brain
activity. We propose a multimodal approach to jointly evaluate
fNIRS signals and EEG signals for affective state detection.
Results indicate that proposed method with fNIRS+EEG
improves performance over fNIRS or EEG only approaches.
These findings encourage further studies of the joint utilization
of video and brain signals for face perception and braincomputer interface (BCI) applications.
Index Terms— functional near infrared
electroencephalography, facial emotion recognition
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spectroscopy,

INTRODUCTION

Facial expression has been regarded as one of the most
efficient and instinctive ways to reflect human feelings and
intentions in the form of nonverbal communication.
Moreover, the psychology literature [1] empirically
demonstrates that people can infer others’ preferences through
spontaneous facial expressions. The accurate interpretation of
facial expressions has applications spanning from patient
monitoring to marketing analytics.
In this study, we explored the verification of the facial
expressions by simultaneous analysis of affective states
through relevant brain activity. Six basic emotions defined by
Ekman [2] are the building blocks although they cover a
rather small part of our daily emotional displays [3]. Affect
[4] refers to the emotion elicited by stimuli and objectively
reflects a person’s mental state. It has been generally
classified in the field of psychology by using positive and
negative dimensions. This is an important finding since affect
is commonly used in natural communication among people.

High recognition rates of facial emotions have been achieved
in existing systems based on the benchmarked databases
containing posed facial emotions. However, they were
generated by asking subjects to perform a series of
exaggerated expressions that are quite different from
spontaneous ones [5]. An automatic facial emotion
recognition system recently proposed in [6] is capable of
classifying the spontaneous facial emotions. We use that
system in this study. The block diagram of the system is
shown in Fig. 1.
Parts of the human brain have been demonstrated to be
related with the expression of emotions [7]. The development
of brain-computer interface (BCI) gives a new way to enhance
the interactions between computers and humans. Functional
near-infrared
spectroscopy
(fNIRS)
[8]
and
electroencephalography (EEG) [9] successfully detect human
brain activity although they measure different physiological
responses to the changes in the mental state. Thus, a brain
imaging technique using both of them simultaneously is
utilized to improve the analysis of inner affective states.
The contributions of the paper are as follows. 1) To the
best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt in detecting
human spontaneous affective states simultaneously using
fNIRS and EEG signals for neural measures, and also facial
expressions captured by camera. 2) The spontaneous facial
affective expressions are demonstrated to be aligned with the
affective states coded by brain activities. Consistent with
mobile brain/body imaging (MoBI) approaches [10], we have
shown that the proposed technique outperforms methods
using only a subset of these signal types for the task.
II.

RELATED WORK

The face is one of the information sources used daily to
infer people’s mental states. Lucey et al. [11] show the
automatic pain detection from the captured expressions on the
face of the participants who were suffering from shoulder
pain. The relationship between the facial responses and ad
effectiveness is studied in [12] where authors demonstrated
that ad liking can be predicted accurately from webcam facial
responses.
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Figure 1. Block diagram of a system to evaluate spontaneous facial expression using the brain activity.
Physiological mechanisms under the emotional state have
been investigated. fNIRS and EEG techniques are widely
utilized due to their non-invasive and mobile natures [13],
[14]. [15] built the database of brain signals and facial
expressions using fNIRS, EEG, and video. Therefore, they
have been a primary option for emotive state recognition.
However, whether the inner affective states translated by
human brain activity are consistent with those expressed on
the face has not been explored as of yet. In this study, we
investigated the spontaneous facial affective expressions
through detecting the brain activity using both fNIRS and
EEG signals.
III.

(www.emotiv.com). It has 14 electrodes located over 10-20
international system positions AF3, F7, F3, FC5, T7, P7, O1,
O2, P8, T8, FC6, F4, F8, and AF4 using 2 reference
electrodes.

EXPERIMNET DESIGN

A. Experimental Protocol
Twelve male participants (age: mean=27.58, SD=4.81) are
selected as perceivers to participate in this experiment. The
perceiver was assigned to watch twenty emotionally
stimulating images. An image was shown for six seconds such
that the perceiver can recognize the type of affect. After
observing an image, a perceiver was asked to answer two
simple questions (e.g. Were you able to observe the photo
carefully? What were you seeing?) in order to verify that the
image content was perceived. The perceiver was required to
wear both fNIRS and EEG when watching the images during
the experiment. Moreover, his facial reaction to the stimuli
was recorded as video for further emotion analysis. The
experimental environment is displayed in Fig. 2 (a). The study
was approved by the Institutional Review Board of the New
Jersey Institute of Technology.
B. Brain Data Acquisition
The neuroimaging systems used in this study consists of
two commercial products: a wireless fNIRS system and a
portable EEG system (see Fig. 2). A compact and batteryoperated wireless fNIRS system (Model 1100W) developed
by Drexel University (Philadelphia, PA) and manufactured by
fNIR Devices, LLC (www.fnirdevices.com) was used to
monitor the prefrontal cortex of the perceiver. The system is
composed of three modules: a sensor pad that holds light
sources and detectors to enable a fast placement of four
optodes, a control box for hardware, and a computer that runs
COBI Studio [16] receives the data wirelessly. Additional
information about the device was reported in [13]. Emotiv
EPOC headset was used to acquire EEG signals with 128 Hz
sampling rate. It transmits wirelessly to a Windows PC
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Figure 2. (a) Experimental
Neuroimaging apparatus.
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C. Automatic Facial Emotion Recognition System
The system processes video clips and utilizes Regional
Hidden Markov Model (RHMM) as classifier to train the
states of three face regions: the eyebrows, eyes and mouth. 41
facial feature points are identified on a human face, as
displayed in Fig. 3. They are comprised of 10 salient points on
the eyebrows region, 12 points on the eyelids, 8 points on the
mouth, 10 points on the corners of the lips, and one anchor
feature point on the nose. The 2D coordinates of facial feature
points in various face regions are extracted to form
corresponding observation sequences for classification. As
reported in [6], the system not only outperforms the state-of-

the-art for the posed expressions, but it also provides
satisfactory performance on the spontaneous facial emotions.
The system has been used to read CEO’s facial expressions to
forecast firm performance in the stock market [17].

th

probability of the i emotion type, that is obtained by
summing the overall probabilities pij of this emotion type in
the j

th

frame of a video clip. pij is normalized to one.

We coded Happiness as the positive affect and Anger,
Disgust, Fear, and Sadness were combined as the negative
affect. Since Surprise may be revealed as a result of positive
or negative affect, it was not used in this experiment. The
ratings of both the positive affect Ppos and the negative affect
Pneg for a video clip were separately calculated by the system
as
Figure 3. Facial feature points on a face image.

PvAffect  max( Ppos , Pneg ), v  1,..., N video ,

The system brings benefits to this study for three main
reasons. First, the objective and measurable response to
person’s emotions by the system will be perceived as more
natural, persuasive, and trustworthy. This allows us to
plausibly analyze the measured data. Second, the system is
able to recognize the various affective states. The last but
most important advantage is that the system automatically
analyzes and measures the live facial video data in the manner
that is completely intuitive and prompt to the different kinds
of applications. It benefits the user to take actions based on
this type of analysis.
IV.

MODEL AND ANALYSIS

A. Data Pre-processing
Noise reduction in fNIRS signals was achieved by
utilizing a low-pass filter with 0.1 Hz cutoff frequency [8].
Motion artifacts were eliminated prior to extracting the
features from fNIRS signals by applying a fast Independent
Component Analysis (ICA) [18]. We selected Independent
Components through modeling the hemodynamic response
using gamma function [19]. The perceiver was also instructed
to minimize head movements during the viewing of images in
order to avoid the artifacts from the muscular activity at
maximum level.
The EEG signal was passed through a low-pass filter with
30 Hz cutoff frequency. The artifacts in the raw EEG signals
were detected and removed using ICA in EEGLAB which is
an open-source toolbox for analysis of single-trial EEG
dynamics [20]. The average of the 5-second baseline brain
signal before each trail was subtracted from the brain response
data for the baseline adjustment.
Inference of perceiver’s facial affective expression was
performed by a facial emotion recognition system. The system
recognized emotion type of a facial video clip v by calculating
the largest probability among Anger, Disgust, Fear,
Happiness, Neutral, Sadness, and Surprise expressed as
PvEmotion

max( Pi ), v

1,..., Nvideo, i

1,..,7

(1)

where N video is the total number of videos, each of which
contains the perceiver’s response to test images. Pi is the
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where the larger affect rating PvAffect of the two values is
selected as the recognized affective state of the corresponding
video clip.
B. Feature Extraction
The recorded data of raw fNIRS light intensity was
converted to the relative changes in hemodynamic responses
in terms of oxy-hemoglobin (Hbo) and deoxy-hemoglobin
(Hbr) using a modified Beer-Lambert Law [16]. Total blood
volume (Hbt), and the difference of Hbo and Hbr (Oxy) were
also calculated for each optode. As features, we calculated the
mean, median, standard deviation, maximum, minimum, and
the range of maximum and minimum of four hemodynamic
response signals, giving 4×4×6=96 fNIRS features for each
trial.
The spectral power of EEG signals in different bands has
been used for emotion analysis [21]. The logarithms of the
power spectral density (PSD) from theta (4Hz < f < 8Hz),
slow alpha (8Hz < f < 10Hz), alpha (8Hz <f < 12Hz), and beta
(12Hz < f < 30Hz) bands were extracted from all 14
electrodes as features. In addition, the difference between the
spectral power of all the possible symmetrical pairs on the
right and left hemisphere were extracted to measure the
possible asymmetry in the brain activity due to the valance of
emotional stimuli [22]. The asymmetry features were
extracted from four symmetric pairs over four bands, AF3AF4, F7-F8, F3-F4, and FC5-FC6. The total number of EEG
features of a trial for 14 electrodes were 14×4+4×4=72.
C. Affective State Detection
We conducted twenty trials for each perceiver. The stimuli
were selected from the Nencki Affective Picture System
(NAPS) [23]. It is a standardized, wide-range, high-quality
picture database that is used for brain imaging realistic
studies. The pictures are labeled according to the affective
states. Polynomial Support Vector Machine (SVM) was

employed for classification. fNIRS features and EEG features
were concatenated to form a larger features vector before
feeding them into the model. For comparison, we also applied
the univariate modality of either fNIRS features or EEG
features for the affective state detection. We applied leaveone-out approach for training and testing. Namely, the
features extracted in nineteen trials over all perceivers were
used for training, and the remaining one was used for testing
purpose. The experimental outcome was validated through
twenty-time iterations.
The performance results are shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5.
The proposed multi-modal method performs about 20% better
than the others for the same stimuli. Although both EEG and
fNIRS are non-invasive, safe and portable neuroimaging
techniques for assessing the brain function, they measure
different and actually complimentary aspects of the brain
activity. The performance of recognizing affective states using
the combination of fNIRS features and EEG features (in red
bar) almost dominates over all trial. The overall performance
comparison can be found in Fig. 5.

The accuracy reached 0.74. The averages of perceivers’ facial
inferences per trial are given in Table I. Ti , i  1,..., 20
represents the i

th

trial.

TABLE I. AVERAGE OF PERCEIVERS’ FACIAL AFFECTIVE
EXPRESSION PER TRIAL
T1
0.92
T11
0.67

T2
0.75
T12
0.75

T3
0.67
T13
0.67

T4
0.75
T14
0.5

T5
0.83
T15
0.75

T6
0.75
T16
0.75

T7
0.67
T17
0.92

T8
0.83
T18
0.75

T9
0.83
T19
0.67

T10
0.83
T20
0.58

Similarity scores were calculated by the percentages of
spontaneous facial affect recognized by the system same as
the inner affective states translated by perceiver’s brain
signals. For this purpose, we performed Wilcoxon Signed
Rank Test where affective states were classified as positive
and negative. Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test (W=65, p=0.04)
confidently shows that the spontaneous facial affective states
are consistent with those translated by human brain activity.
That is, the spontaneous facial affective states can reflect true
human affective response to stimuli.
To further check the reliability of our experimental results,
we examine whether some perceivers were expressive which
may bias the average of all perceivers’ facial expressions in a
trial. To do that, we explored the perceiver’s neutral affective
state over trials (Table II). One-sample t-test was used to
assess whether the average of measured neutral states is close
to the population mean (𝜇=0.3) (there are three types of
affective states). The results of one-sample t-test (Mean=0.23,
SD=0.11, t(11)=1.75, p>0.1) explains that all perceivers were
not expressive during the experiment.

Figure 4. Performance comparisons of the proposed
multimodal approach (EEG+fNIRS) and others overall
image-content trials.

TABLE II. AVERAGE NEUTRAL AFFECTIVE STATE OF A
PERCEIVER OVER ALL TRIALS
P1
0.46
P7
0.21

P2
0.11
P8
0.18

V.

Figure 5. Average performances of EEG only, fNIRS only,
and the propopsed fNIRS+EEG methods are measured in
classifications area under a ROC curve displayed in error
bars.
D. Similarity of the Spontaneous Facial Affective States and
the Affective States Coded by the Brain Activity
Affect recognition accuracy of the system was measured
by comparing its results with the actual labels of test images.

P3
0.13
P9
0.29

P4
0.25
P10
0.10

P5
0.24
P11
0.14

P6
0.33
P12
0.37

CONCLUSION

This paper demonstrates that human spontaneous facial
expressions convey the affective states translated by the brain
activity. The proposed method combining fNIRS signals and
EEG signals is shown to outperform the methods using either
fNIRS or EEG as they are known to contain complimentary
information [24]. We also examined the perceiver’s
expressiveness. The results indicate that there is no perceiver
expressing exaggerative expressions over all trials performed.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt in
detecting the affective states using fNIRS, EEG, and video
capture of facial expressions and demonstrates the utility of
the multimodal approach. The experimental results validate
the proposed method. In addition, the results explain the
reliability of spontaneous facial expressions used in various
applications.
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